COVER
LB&SCR "Elevated Electric" structures. Top: Simple girder gantry, as used in the
Tulse Hill area. Centre Left: Side bracket structure, used near Denmark Hill. Centre
Right: Wind-tie structure, used where the South London Line crosses over Brixton
station. The structures rested on the bridge parapets. Bottom: Lattice girder gantry
widely used. The example illustrated was at Wandsworth Road and the right hand end
spanned the station platform. The wire supports, on top of the structures (except the
side bracket), comprised two vertical members and a horizontal insulator to which the
catenary wire was attached. On the side bracket the insulators are at the ends of the
rods slung from the main beam.
Drawings are derived from photographs and are, therefore, not to any particular scale.
Cover design: G D Beecroft
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Stock Exchange
It is not often that one hears reports that rolling stock is to be withdrawn from
service at the same time that it is being built, but this is what has happened with
respect to the class 508 suburban units. It has been suggested in Southern circles
that the 508s should be passed on to the London Midland Region, to replace the
Wirral units, at the earliest opportunity. Exactly what the Southern would have
instead is not certain, but one proposal is that a batch of 508-type units should be
fitted with equipment like that on the 'Cig's and ' Vep's in the interests of standardisation. This suggests that prejudice against anything new or different may be at
work, for standardisation is admirable in theory but can lead to stagnation in practice.
It would be unfortunate if, for example, the Southern was to turn its back on
rheostatic brakes which have several significant advantages over the friction type,
A rather more sensible alternative that has been put forward is to have no new
suburban trains at all! Passengers on suburban services tend to regard punctuality
and reliability as being of greater importance than comfort, though this is not to say
that it is acceptable to run cold and dirty trains so long as they are on time. On
longer distance services reliability is still important, but it is also necessary to maintain the highest possible standards of comfort. If new and modern stock is to be
built it is, at present, more logical for it to be main line rather than suburban. The
Southern's suburban services could be run satisfactorily for many years with
refurbished 'EPB's and re-geared 'Vep's, whereas stock used on main line services
now falls well below the standards on many other lines. It is odd, to put it mildly,
that next year passengers to Putney will enjoy the benefits of air conditioning and
passengers to Portsmouth will not. It is also worth noting that most main lines make
a profit and most suburban ones do not, so on a commercial basis investment in
Inter-City units is more desirable than investment in suburban ones.
Thus, it has been proposed that the Southern should exchange its 508s for a
batch of outer-suburban units based on the design for the Bedford line, or on Inter
City units based on the Mk III carriage design. Either way, 'Vep's would be
cascaded onto suburban services.
Whatever one thinks of these proposals, the fact that they have been raised at
a time when the 508s are coming off the production line is somewhat disturbing.
Either the new units have been forced onto the Southern by the BRB or the Region has
not thought out its future rolling stock strategy properly. In view of the fact that the
Region has plenty of stock capable of maintaining suburban services for quite some
time and its main line stock is out of date, the latter explanation seems very likely
but it is also likely that the Region was obliged to accept the 508s as the only
available replacements for the 'Sub's. It is fortuitous that the 508s could be
redeployed if the Southern eventually decides that it does not want them after all
and manages to get some main line units instead. However, a large sum of public
money could have been spent on trains that nobody really wanted, and in this event
both British Rail and the public at large would have been the losers.
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Letters
PRESERVATION

Dear Sir, I can agree with most of the comments in the short article by Mr S D
Ricketts in "Live Rail" number 50, but I take violent exception to the first sentence
of his final paragraph.
The SEG might have started life as a Preservation Society, but it has
graduated to become very much more. Thanks to the energies of the Group's Officers
it appeals to a range of people with a host of differing viewpoints. The six issues of
"Live Rail" each year go a long way towards making the subscription worthwhile. In
addition there are three different meetings every month, several railtours and outings
each year as well as the publications, slides and postcards which are offered.
If you like preservation, fine! You are fostering the Group's original aim. If
it's not your scene, then as a member you are still helping indirectly whilst getting
value for your money at the same time.
The Group's buoyant membership is beneficial to all its activities. Let's keep
itupYours faithfully,

F C F Wingate, Goring-by-Sea, Sussex

LAST YEARS OF THE "FIRST GENERATION" EXPRESS STOCK

Dear Editor, The reference (in "Live Rail" 50) to '4Pul' and '4Cor(N)' units being
allocated to London - Brighton services is misleading. Although it is likely that they
were used between London and Brighton, the principal duties of the '4Pul' units were
on Victoria - Worthing - Littlehampton trains, which were almost their exclusive
preserve. I cannot say precisely what the '4Cor(N)' units mainly worked, but most
of the known photographs show them on the same services.
It should also be recorded that the '6 Cor' units last ran in traffic on the
Central Division when 3041/46 were used on the 0803 Hove to London Bridge and
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1724 return on 31 October and 1 November 1968. They had also worked the 1724 on
30 October and 3046 was noted coupled to a '4 Cor' unit on the 0822 London Bridge
to Littlehampton on 5 November and the 0803 ex Hove the next day.

Book Reviews
SOUTHERN REGION MULTIPLE-UNIT TRAINS by G D Beecroft

Published by SEG. 64 A5-size pages and card cover. £1.65 (incl postage).
It is several years since a book was last published giving a historical and
technical description of Southern Region multiple-unit stock, so the SEG's latest
publication "Southern Region Multiple-Unit Trains", will be welcomed by those who
want to keep their knowledge up to date. The book contains descriptions and detailed
formation lists of all types of Southern electric and diesel-electric multiple-units in
use or on order at the beginning on August 1979. Departmental multiple-units are
described in a separate section of the book, and details of Southern coach codes are
given in an appendix to the main text. The book is well illustrated and includes
photographs of most of the main types of multiple-unit stock used by the Southern.
A welcome innovation is the inclusion of carriage layout diagrams which are clear
and easily understood, and avoid the need for lengthy descriptions of coach
interiors.
After reading the book I was left with the impression that it had been well
researched and that whilst there are one or two minor inaccuracies it has been produced
to a high standard. Perhaps the main criticism that can be levelled against it is that
while the reasons for some unit reformations are given, in the majority of cases the
reader is left to identify mis-formed units himself, and is left speculating as to reasons
behind the changes in formation.
JNG
SOUTHERN ELECTRIC 1909-1979 by G T Moody

Published by Ian Allan Ltd. £6.50
Tribute must be paid to G T Moody as the first person to produce a popular
account of the development of the Southern Electric system, the first edition of this
book appearing in 1957. Early editions played some part in stimulating the present
much increased interest in the Southern Electric. Unfortunately, Mr Moody has not
managed to keep up with the demand for more information, greater detail, increased
accuracy and analysis of the facts presented. The reviewer is well aware that despite

the most meticulous research, minor inaccuracies can creep into any publication and,
within reason, these can normally be forgiven. However, "Southern Electric" contains

some major errors, repeated from earlier editions, which cannot be excused.
If the book ended at 1939 it would be reasonably acceptable. There are quite
good descriptions of the LBSCR, LSWR and Southern Railway electrifications,
though these lack the "inside information" that makes Charles Klapper's "Sir Herbert

Walker's Southern Railway" such an interesting read. Mr Moody still states that the
South London Line was electrified because it was losing traffic to electric trams. In
fact, no tramways competing with this line were electrified until 1906, three years
after the LBSCR obtained powers to electrify its lines and some months after contracts

were let! As this basic fact has been published elsewhere it should not have been
difficult for Mr Moody to look it up. The importance of the development of the mercuryarc rectifier cannot be over-emphasised, as this made main line electrification much
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more attractive economically. Just to state that substations on the Brighton line
were unattended, without further comment, is not good enough. However, Mr Moody
gives very little economic and financial information; for example various traffic
statistics are quoted (and misquoted) from Edwin Cox's address to the Institute of
Transport in November 1936, but the fascinating and relevant information on costs
does not appear in "Southern Electric".
Come 1941, we find Mr Moody still stating that '4Sub' 4101 operated with its
first class accommodation used as such, even though it entered service after first
class was abolished on suburban services, and the whole book goes downhill thereafter. The descriptions of electrification schemes are still quite good, but these
come as islands set in a sea of muddle.
Virtually all events in the post war era are set out in something approximating
to chronological order, the ideas in one paragraph frequently having no connection
with those in the next. One finds, for example, the retirement of Lord Hurcomb as
Chairman of the BTC in August 1953 coming after the abolition of the Railway
Executive in October 1953, and with a paragraph on long conductor rails intervening!
It is virtually impossible to follow through the development of any particular aspect
of the system due to this disjointed approach, and Mr Moody rarely indicates the
causes and consequences of events or decisions mentioned.
Social development since the war is particularly badly handled. Almost every
railway strike and industrial dispute is mentioned (using old "Daily Telegraph"
cuttings?); similarly every newspaper campaign against commuters' travelling
conditions. The newspapers' complaints are brushed aside as Mr Moody approvingly
quotes whatever the Southern was saying in its latest public relations leaflet and
concludes that his own (statistically negligible) observations show the service to have
been quite satisfactory. No consideration is given to possible causes of the increased
staff and customer dissatisfaction.
Analysis of "causes and consequences" is quite possibly lacking because Mr
Moody has lost himself in a super-abundance of facts. Is it really necessary to
detail fairly trivial accidents due to signalmen's errors or track defects just because
electric stock was involved? In and amongst all these mishaps, the very few where
use of electric traction is of significance do not receive sufficient attention. Mr
Moody outlines the signalling errors that led to the Barnes collision in 1955, but fails
to say what happened subsequently in Barnes substation. Many facts quoted, such as
the appointment of the successive BRB Chairmen, are not of special Southern Electric
interest as they relate to the railway as a whole, and some facts, such as the
adoption of decimal currency, are of hardly any significance. (It is, however, typical
of the book that it should just be stated that decimal currency was used from 14
February 1971 without mentioning that this applied to British Railways only, and that
the new currency was not generally adopted until the following day).
Station and signalling matters are adequately dealt with, but would be that
much better if, like most subjects, they were set out in a more logical manner..
Unfortunately, rolling stock descriptions are Mr Moody's weak point, though they
do have the advantage of being grouped together. Despite this, little indication is
given as to how and why rolling stock designs developed as they did. The main text
of the book extends to 260 pages, so one would have expected rolling stock development since 1948 to extend over rather more than 15 pages. Much of the extra space
could have been found by cutting down on the turgid descriptions of timetable
alterations and Christmas day services.
It is in the rolling stock section that the greatest number of mistakes are to be
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found, and some are really elementary. The SR '4EPB' units were built in seven
batches, not two. No clear distinction is made between SR and BR design 'EPB'
and 'Hap' stock, except in the case of '4EPB' units, and it is implied that the
57xx '2EPB' units are to SR design. Neither is any distinction made between 1951
(contactor control) and 1957 (camshaft control) stock, except with reference to the
'Cep' and 'Bep' units. It is implied that the "Tyneside" '2EPB' units are the only
stock with horns; the '8VAB' unit was not indivisible; not all '4Vep's 7721-7815
went to the Central Division; diesel units have their own classifications and are not
known as "1101 class", "1301 class" and so on. There is no clear indication that
the 'Bil', 'Hal' and 'Cor' units are not still in service, and so one could go on. The
locomotive and unit allocation table on page 258 can only be described as a travesty.
There is no mention of rolling stock preservation at all, and even if the SEG is
not worthy of attention surely the National Railway Museum is? This subject seems
more relevant than, say, the ASLEF dispute regarding the abolition of brake vans on
fully-fitted freight trains or the conviction of an individual for stealing telegraph
wires, both in 1967.
There are many photographs (by today's standards) illustrating most aspects
of the Southern Electric, with several particularly interesting views, such as '4TC'
units at Dorchester South before that station was remodelled. Unfortunately, a
number of pages are badly trimmed with bits of the main subjects cut off. The
index is poor.
It is sad to have to be so critical of what, at present, is the only book to aim
to give a complete history of the Southern Electric system. I should have liked to
have recommended it as a basic work of reference and as an introduction to the
Southern Electric, but I honestly cannot. "Southern Electric" has, however,
stimulated the idea that the SEG should produce its own version - but more of this
anon.

National Railway Museum Electric Railways Exhibition
The Museum's policy is to rotate the exhibits from time to time between the
exhibition hall and the museum store, so that visitors are never likely to see
exactly the same selection of locomotives and carriages on display. The stock on
show may follow a theme, and until 4 January 1980 all of the electric stock is on
display as part of an exhibition marking the Centenary of Electric Railways. This

stock comprises:LSWR Waterloo & City shunting locomotive 75s
NER 'ES1' shunting locomotive No1
BR(ER) 'EM1' locomotive 26020
BR (SR) class 71 locomotive E 5001
BR (LMR) class 84 locomotive 84001
LNWR "Watford" motor coach 28249
SR '3 Sub' motor coach 8143 (ex unit 1293)
SR '4Cor' motor coach 11179 (ex unit 3131)
In addition Tyne & Wear Metro two-coach unit 4077 is on loan for the exhibition.
All of the stock has been repainted externally, but the Museum has not had time to

carry out restoration work on the interiors, 11179 still has all of its early 1970s
advertisements in position. Most items are in their original liveries; 84001 is in
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its final blue and yellow livery and 28249 has been painted LMS maroon. 75s is
undergoing restoration while on display and is being painted brown. It is interesting
to note that 11179 is a much darker shade of olive green than 3142,
Small exhibits include a Stone-Faivley pantograph, a section of Manchester Bury conductor rail, and examples of modem 25kV overhead line equipment.
Off the main hall is a well chosen display of photographs and models etc
illustrating a centenary of electric railway developments. Some of the models are
so superb that it is worth a visit just to see them,, There is also a slide show with
modem musical accompaniment, featuring electric trains ancient and modem from
home and abroad. A delightful exhibit is a large Delft dish depicting locomotive
26000 "Tommy" in Holland, which was presented to British Railways by
Nederlandse Spoorwegen.
The exhibition is highly recommended and members should not miss it.

Branch Lines
NORTH DOWNS BRANCH MEETINGS

The AGM in May 1978 produced few surprises, except for the passage of RF684
past the window during the Treasurer's Report. The traditional members' slides
completed the evening. In June a discussion was held concerning the proposed
branch publication on the West Croydon - Wimbledon line. Unfortunately, only a
limited interest was expressed and the discussion turned to a variety of more
general topics. For the July meeting the Branch Chairman proved that it was
possible to show 205 slides in one evening as he presented an "A to Z" of transport.
To open the season in September a diversion entitled "Something Southern"
was presented by John Bradshaw and Bill Clark. John showed some of his films
of 'Bel's, 'Cor's and other subjects and, between the films, Bill teased our
brains with a photographic quiz that proved most educational.
lain Whitlam returned in October to present an "Isle of Wight Miscellany" of
slides and anecdotes. Some "behind the scenes" stories - how to get a carriage
on a road vehicle under low-slung electricity lines for example - were quite hairraisingi In response to popular demand our November meeting was an introduction
to railway signalling given by Ken Howard, an S&T engineer. A particularly
interesting feature was the explanation of the Brockenhurst re-signalling in which Ken
had been involved.
A full house greeted Keith Carter in December for a film evening, including
excerpts from "Oh, Mr Porter" and a news-reel of Laurel and Hardy on the Romney,
Hythe & Dymchurch Railway. In January, Geoff Warren entertained the branch with
an excellent slide show entitled "Snailbeach to Sydenham". This was an evening for
the narrow-minded, as no standard gauge railways were shown. Geoff also gave
hints as to how members might take better photographs.
The Branch Secretary won the Chairman's quiz in February. There was lively
debate as to the answers to some of the questions!
"Westwards from Waterloo" was the title of John Woods' March slide show
which proved to be a splendid evening of nostalgia, with numerous "then and now"
views in the West Country. The April meeting, held at Essex House, was a slide
tour of Irish Railways led by Alan Holmewood and Bryan Rayner.
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NORTH DOWNS BRANCH "ELECTRIC ROUNDABOUT": 8th SEPTEMBER 1979

A party of about 30 members assembled in the reserved coach on the 0955
Euston to Manchester Piccadilly for the latest North Downs extravaganza by service
trains. 86247 gave a splendid run, via Stoke, arrival at Manchester being a minute
early. The party made its way to Manchester Victoria, some walking and some
spending 10p on the midi-bus service between the two termini. Those in need of
sustenance visited the truly splendid buffet at Victoria, which sports some magnificent
tiling.

The party reunited on the 1330 to Bury for a trip over a unique line, electrified
at 1.2KV and using a side-contact third rail We noted that traffic on the line was
quite heavy and that a fair amount of money had been spent on rebuilding and renovating
station buildings. On approach to Bury we saw the diversion line being built to take
trains to a new underground transport interchange which is due to open in January 1960.
It was, therefore, the first and last visit to Bury Bolton Street station for many
members of the party.
The party returned immediately to Victoria for a rapid transfer back to Piccadilly
and a journey on Britain's only surviving 1.5kV d.c. passenger service, to Hadfield
via Glossop. Signs of the decline of the electric system were observed, in particular
the remains of Mottram Yard. At Dinting Railway Centre the preserved SR bogie
brake van that was once an overhead electric motor coach was observed. The five
minute stop at Hadfield was sufficient for most people to take their photographs and
note that the old down platform had been demolished.
Upon arrival back at Piccadilly we caught the 1630 to Alderley Edge via Styal,
where we changed into an all stations to Crewe service. This was worked by unit 025,
which appeared to have its original moquette in one compartment.
Both the train to Birmingham, and the train from there to Euston were delayed
for various reasons, so arrival back in London was 25 minutes late. Thanks are due
to Bryan Rayner and Jeremy Chapter who organised the trip, and Neil Ferguson-Lee
and Jeremy (again) for preparing the comprehensive itinerary.
BRIGHTON BRANCH "TRAVELTOUR No 1": 6th OCTOBER 1979
The party left King's Cross on the 1005 HST for York, which left 15 minutes
late. However, at Newark a DMU was waiting to take us via Lincoln to Grimsby.
This managed speeds up to 70 mph over the flat Lincolnshire countryside.
After lunch at Grimsby we retraced our steps to Habrough, and there bore north

onto the New Holland branch. The partially completed Humber bridge could be seen
as we approached New Holland. The train proceeded along the decaying New Holland
Pier and we were greeted by the 80-passenger mv "Yorkshire Belle". This had been

chartered by Sealink after "Farringford" was damaged in a collision with the pier on
the previous day. The top deck of the "Yorkshire Belle" provided a good, but windswept vantage point for our short cruise, though some less intrepid voyagers stayed
below As we approached Hull the upper parts of the withdrawn coal-fired paddle
steamer "Lincoln Castle" could be seen rusting in a dock.
We walked from Corporation Pier to Hull station and caught the 1630 Deltichauled service for King's Cross. From the train we obtained further views of the

Humber bridge, and saw sections of bridge deck stored alongside the railway.
55015 was in fine form for the forty mile run to Doncaster, where most of the party
changed onto the 1410 HST from Edinburgh.

Thanks are due to Ted Goodman for arranging an enjoyable day's outing.
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Memories of the
"Elevated Electric"

Lawrence
R Burness

My first recollections of the London, Brighton & South Coast Railway overhead
electric system was when my parents took me to visit my uncle and aunt at Balham.
We were living at Purley and the line to Coulsdon North had not been electrified. I
can still remember the steam commuter trains coming out of London with their old
fashioned carriages, some of them four-wheelers and six-wheelers. Intermixed with
these were the motor trains from Crystal Palace. These came in various formations
from a little 0-6-0T "Terrier" either pushing or pulling a single Marsh "balloon" coach
to a slightly larger 0-4-2T working a push-and-pulI with two coaches in front and two
behind. The latter proved to be the shade of things to come in electrified form.
On one of our visits to Balham, much to the consternation of a number of
passengers, the train did not stop at Balham and we were carried on to Clapham
Junction. The ticket collector to!d us not to worry but just go across to one of the
down platforms and a train would be along in a few minutes to take us back to Balham.
It duly came and to my intense joy it was an electric. I was thrilled and spoke about
it for days afterwards. On our way back, while waiting for our steam train to take us
to Purley, an electric train would come in and disgorge its hundreds of commuters,
for Balham was a densely populated suburb at that time. I always wanted to go forward so that I could see the overhead collectors but was restrained to let the home
going crowds get clear. On two occasions, at least, we were sent through to Norwood
Junction to pick up a steam train there and again I had the joy of riding in an electric
train. On one of these occasions it must have been towards the end of the first
World War because a blackout was in force and the blinds of the carriages had to be
kept down. I had to be content with seeing the occasional flashes from the collector
bows through a chink in the blind.
Electrification of the lines to Coulsdon North and Sutton was brought to a halt by
the War and although the supports and wires had been put up from the junction at
Balham as far as Windmill Bridge Junction box, they were dead. The equipment
came from Germany and it was not until 1925 that electrification work could be
continued. By that time the grouping of the railway companies had taken place and
the new Southern Railway Company had decided to adopt the third rail system that
had been used by the London & South Western Railway. The supporters of the overhead system put up a gallant fight for its retention and even its extension to the South
Coast but the case for uniformity was too strong. Thus it was that we saw the
extension of the overhead system to Sutton and Coulsdon North completed in 1925 in
the full knowledge that sooner or later it would all have to be pulled down. In fact,
I feel sure that this happened sooner than most people expected.
In 1925 we saw the standards, comprising 'A' supports with lattice girders over
the lines, and wires being put up. The main Brighton lines were electrified to a
few hundred yards south of Purley, possibly in the hope that Brighton would eventually
be reached. Preparations were even made for the electrification of the loop into
OPPOSITE:
An 'SL' unit at Peckham Rye. The contact edge of the collector bow for use when
the unit is proceeding in the opposite direction can be seen above the top edge of the
mesh screen round the pick-up equipment. Note also the rear light device; a white
light is mounted on the cab end, below the motorman's window, with a red lens that
may be pivoted down in front of it. As this is the front of the train, the lens is in the
up position. The twin catenary wires and contact wire support arms can be clearly
seen. Photograph: Author
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number 6 platform at Purley for main line trains although the wires were never put
up and the small addition to a standard just south of the station was eventually
dismantled.

One Wednesday afternoon, our school half day, I came off the train from Caterham
at platform 5 at Purley shortly after 1.30 and immediately spotted an electric train on
the main line south of the station. It was crossing from the down line and coming
slowly into platform 3. From the spluttering which was coming from the collector
bows it was obviously the first test train. It stopped for a few seconds and I had my
first close up of the new type of electrics; a locomotive with two collector bows and
a guard's compartment in the middle, with two coaches in front and two behind, just
like the old push-and-pull motor trains. The test train was composed of two rakes of
five vehicles, which we called a "tenner", and as soon as the lower quadrant signal
went down the driver put on the power and we were treated to a magnificent firework
display with sparks cascading down onto the roof of the locomotive itself and the next
coach. The whole operation was being watched by anxious looking officials leaning
out of the carriage windows.
The train gathered speed and spluttered its way
towards Croydon. It was the one and only time that I ever saw an electric train on the
main line south of Windmill Bridge Junction although I understand that on one Sunday
when engineering work was being carried out on the local line trains were put through
on the main line between East and South Croydon, crossing back to the local line
south of South Croydon and on that occasion there was a similar fireworks display
until the soot and dirt had been rubbed off the wires by the collector bows.
Then came the great day, 1st April 1925, when the new electric services started
to Coulsdon North and Sutton. It was a Wednesday and our school half-holiday.
After dinner, I went down to the station to watch the electrics and I just had to have a
ride in one; in fact, I had a ride in several. I bought a return ticket to Purley Oaks;
it was all I could afford. Ticket collection and inspection in the middle of Wednesday
afternoon was virtually non-existent and I managed to retain my return ticket un-punched
for three return journeys, slipping round from one platform to the other without being
spotted! However, after I got out of the train at Purley for the third time, I got a
funny look from Aubrey, the porter on duty, so I thought I had better stop my little
prank! I still have my Schoolboy's Diary for that memorable day, with its entry
"Went for a ride in an electric train".
For the next couple of years the electric trains were just part of our life, although
I rarely had the opportunity of travelling in them. However, in 1927 I started work In
London and although I went to Cannon Street station I was now able to observe the
overheads working in certain places. Until third rail electrification of the Caterham
and Tattenham Corner branches took place, I generally used to come out of London in
the evening behind an SE&CR 0-4-4 T. Sometimes it was behind a Stroudley "Gladstone" 0-4-2 going through on the Oxted line, in which case I changed at East Croydon
and got an electric to Purley. The Stroudley, in particular, had quite a struggle
climbing up to Forest Hill. I always used to look out for electrics between London
Bridge and Bermondsey and then sank back into my newspaper until we neared Norwood
Junction with the electric line coming in from Crystal Palace.
I was occasionally able to go on the South London line from London Bridge to
Victoria, also on the network of lines in the Tulse Hill area, and then the awful
realisation dawned that the overheads were doomed to extinction. However, before I
deal with the actual decline, it would be appropriate at this point to say something
about the trains and equipment in general.
There were three distinct types; the South London (SL stock), the Crystal Palace
(CP stock) and the locomotives and carriages (CW stock) used on the Coulsdon
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North and Sutton services. The 'SL' type only worked between London Bridge and
Victoria via Peckham Rye and consisted of rakes of two coaches; a motor coach and
a driving trailer. For the most part, a single rake sufficed, but during rush hours
two rakes could be seen coupled together. The collector bow was either at the front
or the back, depending on which way the train was going. I have seen pictures taken
at the commencement of this service when rakes of three coaches were used with a
collector at each end, but I never saw them working in that way.
When the line to Crystal Palace was electrified it was found that the 'SL' stock
was too wide to negotiate the tunnel at Crystal Palace, so they introduced the rather
narrow 'CP' stock which consisted of rakes of three coaches; a driving motor coach
with a collector at one end, sandwiched between two driving trailers. Again, during
busy periods a train would consist of two rakes. At the commencement of the Crystal
Palace service the rakes consisted of a motor coach followed by a trailer and a driving
trailer, but that was before my time. I have sometimes seen an "eighter" sent
through to Coulsdon North to help out with commuter traffic in the morning. This
consisted of two rakes of three coaches, as described above, plus a driving motor
coach and a driving trailer. A train of 'CP' stock was also sent down to East Croydon
in the morning and reversed south of the station to come in on the main loop at platform 3. However, as soon as it left East Croydon for Victoria it was switched back
onto the local line, north of the station. Nevertheless, both local and main up and
down lines were regularly used from Windmill Bridge Junction to Victoria.
The driving coaches of the 'SL' stock had side corridors connecting the compartments of the third class. All the other stock was of the single compartment, slamdoor type. The third class compartments had seating for ten persons and the seats
were covered in red-coloured material with an uninteresting design, whereas the first
class was in a light brown colour, but again with an uninteresting design. The first
class compartments were a bit more roomy, accommodating eight persons, and had
more comfortable seats, but on the whole the comfort of the passenger did not seem to
have a very high priority in those days. I do not think the compartments were heated
as I seem to remember some cold waits at signals on foggy days, with one's
extremities suffering more and more as time went on!
A simple, but effective, system of route numbering was used. The South London
line had 'SL' as a headcode, but the other routes were numbered, with numbers from
1 to 12 being allocated. I saw them all at one time or another, except 10 and 12
which, I understand, were used on certain Sunday workings via Crystal Palace.
When the third rail electrics were introduced the opposite method was used. The
South London line became route 2 and the others had a complicated method of letters,
some with dots or lines above them. In addition to route numbers, wooden destination
and via boards were put into slots on the front of trains. This was very useful to
passengers who were not regular travellers on the lines and, therefore, not familiar
with the route numbers. This might appear to be rather primitive compared with
OPPOSITE:
Upper: An 'SL' unit at Battersea Park. This is the rear of the train; note the red
rear light lens in the down position. As can be seen, the 'SL' headcode was displayed
permanently at both ends of the train. Note also the decorative platform awning.
Lower: One of the "CW' locomotives at Purley, platform 2. Note the revised
design of gantry supporting the overhead wires, and the air vessels on the locomotive's
roof, to supply air for raising the collector bows.
Both photographs, and that on page 345, were taken shortly before the overhead
electrics ceased running. The conductor rails can be seen in position.
Photographs: Author
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today's sophisticated blinds, although these frequently become casualties through
frequent, and often bad, usage.
For the most part the girders supporting the wires straddled the tracks, but in a
few places and on single tracks at flyovers single arm standards were used. North of
Norwood Junction a few wooden posts were used on the line to Crystal Palace but in
all other places they were of steel 'A' supports. 'T' arms were used on the bridge
across the Thames south of Victoria station and, because of lack of space, special
gantries spanning four tracks were used between Battersea Park and Clapham Junction.
The method of using two catenary wires with 'V drops to the contact wire is one
which I have never seen or heard of being used anywhere else, but it was very efficient
as it kept the contact wire rigidly in place. On only one occasion did I read of a
de-wirement taking place. Similarly, I have only read of one occasion when a broken

contact wire interrupted services and that, strangely enough, occurred on the morning
that electric services were inaugurated to Coulsdon North and Sutton. However, by
the afternoon things were back to normal. Of course, trains rarely managed to attain
high speeds as, for the most part, they stopped at every station. The notable exceptions
to this were Battersea Park and Wandsworth Common, where the Coulsdon North and
Sutton trains did not stop. I believe there were also one or two stations on the South
London line through which trains ran "express" during certain rush hours.
Normally, the height of the wire above trains was such that the collector bows
trailed at an angle of about 25 degrees to the roof, after the style of a tram's trolley
pole. This, of course, was much reduced under bridges and in tunnels. A Board of
Trade regulation stipulated that in termini, in all sidings and in certain main line
stations, the contact wire had to be raised to 6ft 6 in above the roof of the largest

carriages, so at those places the collector bow trailed at an angle of about 45 degrees.
Norwood Junction and East Croydon were the intermediate stations that had to comply
with this regulation. This posed a problem at Victoria where there are two low bridges
over the station and the collector bows had to be brought down almost to roof level. The

only solution was to have two dead sections under these bridges through which trains
coasted and a heavy commuter train packed with passengers, many of whom were
standing, was reduced to a crawl by the time it had cleared the station (with all lights

going out when collectors were on dead sections) only to be faced with the steep
incline up to the bridge over the River Thames. However, once on the bridge they
made up for lost time and the Sutton and Coulsdon North trains (routes 9 and 11
respectively) tore through Battersea Park on their way to Clapham Junction. This is

something which does not affect the third rail electrics which are able to effect a
quick get-away from Victoria, having continuous power available. Certain sidings at
Purley and bays at South Croydon, as well as some useless track at East Croydon
station, now dismantled, were all electrified, but I never saw them used.

At a terminus or whenever a train was reversed the collector bows had to be
changed and although this only took a few seconds it was quite fascinating to watch.
The bows for the return journey were raised first and then the others were lowered.
One lot fitted neatly inside the other. Normally, one bow or set of bows was always
kept in contact with the conductor wire although it was quite possible to have all bows
lowered. I remember during the 1926 General Strike I presented myself, along witha
friend, at Coulsdon North station and asked to be given a job. We were given cotton
waste and put on to the task of cleaning engines. We were not very enamoured with
the job and I ruined a pair of trousers in the process, but never mind,

we considered we had done our bit for the Country. Coming out onto the platform we
observed a "tenner" waiting to go out, with all collector bows down. We pointed this

out to the volunteer driver who was not in the least concerned. In a few minutes he
was signalled out, promptly put up the bows and was away in seconds.
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During hot weather the electric locomotives were inclined to become quickly
overheated and large cooling fans, probably thermostatically controlled, were on for
long periods. I have also seen a case of hot weather producing expansion and sagging
of the wires, but as this was at Norwood Junction station it did not have any
practical effect.
During 1928 third rail electrification went ahead apace and it was soon evident
that the dear old overhead trains were going to disappear quickly. The first line to
be converted was the South London line and as the overhead trains were withdrawn
gradually they were replaced by the third rail trains so that for a short period you had
both systems running on the same service. The 'SL' motor coaches reappeared
fitted with collector shoes and the overhead equipment dismantled. They looked
rather strange with the flat section of roof where the collector bows had been. The
conversion of other lines followed quickly, but for a while there was an interchange
point at Streatham Hill and passengers from, say, Tulse Hill going to Victoria had
to change from a third rail train to an overhead one, and vice versa. It was not long
before all the 'CP' stock was away. The driving trailers later reappeared with the
driving compartment converted into a half-compartment for five passengers.
So we were now left with only the Sutton and Coulsdon North overheads, and
during the summer of 1929 they began to get scarce. In those days when there were
no Railway Societies it was very difficult to get any information about what was
happening and you were only wise after the event. Public Relations was something
almost unknown and I, still a teenager, would have been scared to ask any questions.
Such matters were the Railway Company's own business and I thought at that time it
would have been considered "nosey" to have made any enquiries.
One evening, not long before the overheads were completely withdrawn, I got a
glimpse of an electric locomotive running light through Purley, having come from
Coulsdon North. It was the only occasion on which I had seen one other than in its
usual five-coach rake, except occasionally in Selhurst sidings where they were used
for shunting purposes.
It so happened that I went on holiday at the beginning of September 1929. This
was unfortunate because when I returned on 21st September, I found that nearly all
of the overhead locomotives had been coupled together in the yard at Selhurst and,
according to the collector bows, were headed towards Norwood Junction. The last
overhead was to slide out of Victoria, bound for Sutton, shortly after midnight on
Saturday/Sunday 21st/22nd September 1929, with practically no ceremony. Thus
1979 is not only the 70th anniversary of the commencement of the system, but the
50th anniversary of its demise. The locomotives remained at Selhurst yards for a
few days and then, overnight, they disappeared. Not being on the Victoria line very
often, it was some time before I accidentally found them in a siding midway between
Streatham Hill and Balham, stripped of their overhead equipment. I believe this
stripping took place at the Peckham Rye workshops, but how did they get there and
by what route? Did they go under their own power or were they steam-hauled? They
certainly must have been steam-hauled to Streatham Hill. These are questions I
would dearly like answered, and I wonder if any readers do, in fact, have the answers.
There the locomotives lay for several years, looking very forlorn, with third rail
electrics whizzing past every few minutes. Then they suddenly disappeared again.
After some time they reappeared as goods guards vans. I thought this was the ultimate
insult. It was unbelievable that the system could have ended so ignominiously. One
of the guards vans is now at the Dinting Railway Centre and t hope its owners realise
what a valuable career it had with the Southern Railway.
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The overhead equipment took quite a long time to dismantle. It was done in
sections and, I think, mostly at night. At all events, a pretty clean job was made or
the operation. Oxy-acetylene burners made short work of the supports, but the stubs
in their concrete beds can still be seen by the side of the tracks. For some years a
complete standard straddled the tracks at Wandsworth Common station, carrying
electric cables, but that has now gone. A four-track gantry remained between
Battersea Park and Clapham Junction, supporting signals. There are still three or
four supports in yards at Selhurst carrying electric cables and floodlights. What
happened to all the equipment? This is another question to which I have never been
able to get an answer. Rumour had it that it was shipped to Sweden. If so, was it
used for railway electrification purposes? I wonder if any readers know the answer.
That the system was a success is beyond doubt. It served the public well year
in and year out without fuss or bother and has never been given the credit that is due
to it. Having seen the third rail electrics pushed or pulled by steam engines during
icy weather in the days before de-icing trains were run, and having read in recent issues
of "Live Rail" of the severe icing problems they had last winter, I think back on the
trouble-free life of the overheads. Had they won the day back in 1925, we might have
had a uniform method of electric traction in Great Britain, with the exception of the
Underground and lines in the Liverpool area. The cost of conversion now would be
prohibitive and for any through running between the systems a motor coach or electric
locomotive capable of using both methods of collection and both types of current is
required. I am afraid that the third rail electrics have never had the same fascination
for me and, even now, when I go into Glasgow (the Author lives in Arbroath - Editor)
and see the overheads in action there, I think back fifty years to the past glories of
the "Elevated Electric".
AN "ELEVATED ELECTRIC" CHRONOLOGY

Press demonstration run by an electric train on the South
London line. (Test running continued through 1909)

17 January 1909

Public electric services commence between Victoria and
London Bridge via South London line

1 December 1909

Electric services between Victoria and Crystal Palace via
Streatham Hill commence

12 May 1911

Due to a miners' strike, and resulting coal shortage, electric

trains start working some services from London Bridge to West
Norwood and Streatham Hill via Tulse Hill

3 March 1912

Full electric services from London Bridge to Streatham Hill and
Crystal Palace via Tulse Hill commence, and electric services

are extended from Crystal Palace to Selhurst via Norwood Junction on 1 June 1912
Final extension of the overhead electric system to Sutton and
Coulsdon North, from Balham and Tulse Hill via Streatham
Common, and from Norwood Junction

1 April 1925

Third rail electric trains replace the last overhead electrics on
services from London Bridge

17 June 1928

Overhead electrics are replaced by third rail electric trains
between Victoria and Crystal Palace

3 March 1929

The last overhead electric runs, from Victoria to Sutton, in the

early hours of the morning. Coulsdon North services converted
22 September 1929

at the same time.
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Regional Review
STOCK NOTES

Class 508 deliveries, from York via Temple Mills, have been: 508003/004 on 30
August, 508002/005 on 12 September, 508006/007 on 27 September and 508008/009
on 5 October. It is understood that 508002 was damaged at Peterborough and had to be
returned to York for repair, resulting in delivery out of sequence. 508006/007 were
delivered to East Wimbledon, instead of Strawberry Hill, due to lack of siding space
at the latter and 508002/005 were moved to East Wimbledon on 5 October for the same
reason. It is anticipated that the units will be commissioned at the rate of one per
month and will enter service on the Hampton Court and Shepperton lines. '4PEP'
4002 was returned to Strawberry Hill from Derby on 2/3 October, It was renumbered
057 upon arrival and was to be used for crew training on the Shepperton branch from
10 October. However, these duties were cancelled due to a staff dispute involving the
class 508 units.
Stock withdrawn: '4Sub' 4662 (at Selhurst awaiting disposal with MBSO 11312
from 4626); '4Cep' TCKs 70322 (ex 7130) & 70658 (ex 7210) (awaiting sale at
Strawberry Hill; both fire damaged and minus bogies); de-icing units 011/14/18/20
(awaiting sale at Norwood Up Yard, with 017/019 which were withdrawn earlier).
Units 002/15 are also at Norwood but have not yet been placed on the sale list. 012
was hauled from Eastleigh to Bescot on 7 August, en route to a Chesterfield scrap yard.
Units reallocated: 7010/11,7101/03-10 Bl (ex RE); 7391 Bl (exFR); 7753-55

WD (ex Bl); 7765-78 RE (ex Bl); 7870-79/82/83 Bl (ex RE). Units sent to Swindon
for refurbishing: 7119/29/67/73. The first refurbished 'Cep' from Swindon was
expected in mid-October. No 'Bep's have gone to Swindon because Travellers Fare
have not yet decided what buffet equipment they want. Units fitted with AWS: 1124-26,
5034/39/50,5146/53,5220,5712/48/77/78,7363,7403/05,7723,7876/78/79.

By mid-August '2 Hap' 6075 was temporarily formed with DTC 75373 (ex 6055)
in place of 75393. 6055 is out of service. At the beginning of September '4Cig'
7438 was disbanded and buffet car 69310 of '4 Big' 7040 was taken out of service.
7040 was reformed as a temporary "4Cig', numbered 7300, using TSO 71106 of 7438.
'4EPB' 5302 resumed its correct formation during the week ending 20 September
and during the following week 5029 was reformed with MBSO 14493 (ex 5624) in place
of 14057 which is at Selhurst, damaged. 5624 is running with spare motor coach 65409
(ex 5917). Thus, 5029 has one motor coach with express gear ratios and one with
suburban gear ratios. Towards the end of September ' C i g ' 7423 was taken out of
service and DTC 76773 was formed in 7388 in place of 76738. On 29 September '4 Cep'
7101 was correctly reformed at East Wimbledon and buffet car 69000 is now spare,
"Hastings" units 1031/35 were correctly formed by early September, though on
10 August 1035 was noted formed as a '6 L'.
'3 R' 1203 was disbanded at the end of
September and TSO 60503 went to unit 1002 which ran as '6 S' from 2 October.
During the week ending 13 September ' 3 D ' 1304 was reformed and '2H' 1120 was
augmented with TC 60612 (ex 1313). By 20 September 60103/60803 were in service
as '2H' 1404. At the beginning of October the Reading - Tonbridge line was being
worked by eight Western Region units and a '3 R'; Ashford - Hastings had a '3 H' and
the other ' 3 R ' ; and Eastleigh's workings were being covered by nine '3H' units, two
'2H' units (1122 & 1404) and ' 3 T ' 1401. Motor coach 60110 of '3 H(M)' 1111
joined the other two vehicles of the unit at Strawberry Hill on 25 August. The unit
has plastic-covered seats and the cab-end unit numbers are repeated over both cab
windows, as though there was an end gangway. Due to shortage of space for postal
traffic the unit will be used on the Ashford - Hastings line and not between Reading
and Tonbridge, Test runs from Strawberry Hill were due to start on 8 October, but
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were cancelled due to the class 508 staff dispute,,
'4Veg' 7908 has been repainted in the revised livery. On repainted 'Veg'
driving trailers the offside carriage number is displaced almost to the centre of the
coach by the bodyside lettering. Central Division 'EPB' units are being fitted with
map-mirrors and ' 6 B ' 1035 has been given orange linoleum. Most '4Vep's now
have smoking accommodation in the motor coach and some first class compartments
only, but 7727 has no second class smoking accommodation at all. Some '2EPB's
have rectangular white 'no smoking' signs, presumably because supplies of the
standard type have been exhausted.
The '4Vec' and '3Tis' units are to be replaced by 1938 tube stock presently
operating the Bakerloo Line. This will become surplus to LT's requirements in 1983
when new tube stock is introduced on the Jubilee line and the 1972 Mkll stock is
transferred to the Bakerloo,,
The use of BR numerical stock classifications in SR operating publications has
been postponed to May 1981.
INTERESTING WORKINGS

The funeral train for Earl Mountbatten of Burma on 5 September was hauled by
33027 & 33056, and comprised the Royal Train escort vehicle, two FOs, a restaurant
car, three further FOs and a BG in which the coffin was conveyed. The train left
Waterloo at 1255 and ran via Southampton to Romsey, arriving at 1430. During the
funeral service the train was run empty to Eastleigh for servicing and the BG was
detached. It returned to Romsey later to convey mourners back to Waterloo. The
train was prepared, and the catafalque constructed, at Stewarts Lane. Proceedings
at Waterloo were rehearsed three times and the train made a trial run to Romsey a few
days before the funeral. Special cleaning and tidying took place at Waterloo and
Romsey, and all advertisements at the latter were covered with black paper. The
locomotives that hauled the train may be named "Burma Star" and "Earl Mountbatten".
Class 56 locomotives started working merry-go-round coal trains between
Welbeck Colliery (Notts) and Northfleet during September. Crew training with class
50 locomotives between Salisbury and Exeter was due to start during October, but was
postponed. On 12 August Cardiff's 47033 hauled the 21 10 Waterloo to Salisbury,
which was formed of Channel Islands Boat Train stock. Another Cardiff locomotive,
47238 worked the 0801 East Grinstead to London Bridge on 18 September. Conversely,
33029 hauled the 2330 Manchester to Brighton forward from Mitre Bridge Junction on
9 September, and then set out with the 0906 back to Manchester. It is not known how
far it got. 33203 hauled the 0900 Waterloo to Exeter on 19 September.
Visitors to the South Western Division have included Brighton ''Cig' 7304
which formed part of the 1722 Waterloo to Guildford on 7 September; '4Cep' 7101
on the 0930 Waterloo to Guildford via Cobham on 5 October; and '4 Veg' 7906 which
worked the 0729 Alton to Waterloo and 0848 empty to Woking on 11 October. The
0622 Waterloo to Reading was '8 Sap' on 17 September, and on 28 September the
1732 from Reading was worked by '4EPB' 5132. On 26 September the 1748 Waterloo
to Guildford was '2x2EPB' 5679/5758 only and on a number of other occasions

shorter than booked trains have been noted on South Western suburban services.,
" 3 R ' 1205 formed the 1753 Reading to Basingstoke on 14 September.
'4Veg' units continue to be used indiscriminately on the Central Division.
They appear frequently at Bognor Regis and Eastbourne, but are less common at Ore
and Portsmouth. Among the more notable workings have been '12 Veg' on the 1720
Victoria to Brighton on 26 September; "8 Veg' 7909/11 on the 1708 London Bridge to
Crystal Palace on 18 September; and '8 Veg' 7905/08 on the 0619 Bognor Regis to
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Victoria.on 1 October. In consequence of a sleeper fire at Ford on 11 August the 0958
London Bridge to Bognor Regis was formed '8Sub' vice '12Cig'. '4Sap' 5605/07
formed the rear portion of the 0825 from Purley on 30 August and, presumably, were
the 0811 from Caterham. "2 Sap' units 5607/22 apparently worked a 'Vep' diagram
on 18 September, being noted on the 0758 Reigate to London Bridge, 1637 London
Bridge to Reigate and Three Bridges (with 'Vep' 7730) and 2220 Three Bridges to
London Bridge. Motor luggage van 68006 was at London Bridge at 0845 on 18 September,
Some extraordinary formations were seen following the return of the 'Cep's to
Brighton. On 30 September the 06 13 Brighton to Victoria was formed ' 4 Cep/4 Hap/4 Vep'
7110/6061/6062/7760. Next morning this rake was seen at London Bridge, and a
similar formation 7105/6060/6022/7753 worked the 1725 London Bridge to Brighton,
On 2 October the 0849 Portsmouth Harbour to Victoria was '4Hap' 6062/64, with a
'4Bep' from Bognor Regis added at Barnham.
'Cep's and 'Vep's have continued to work most inter-divisional excursions.
Less usual was a '12Cig' working from Portsmouth Harbour to Ramsgate via
Chatham on 12 August. '4Cig' 7350 formed a special from Southampton to Folkestone
Central on 6 October. '8 Vep' conveyed scholars from Christs Hospital to Holborn
Viaduct via Selhurst and Streatham on 21 September in connection with the school's
annual parade in the City.
On 22 September two football specials, formed 33/1+ '8TC', ran to Hove for a
match between Brighton and Southampton. The 1107 from Bournemouth (hauled) and
1734 return (propelled) were worked by 33 102/404/431, and the 12 18 from Basingstoke
via Havant (propelled) and 1723 return (hauled) were worked by 33109/402/426.
'4TC' 429 was used for a Fire Brigade exercise on the Bedenham branch on 27 September,
Due to installation of a new crossover at Wandsworth Road on Sunday 30 September
most Chatham line services were diverted to Blackfriars. The 0714 Victoria to Ramsgate and boat trains ran to and from Victoria via Crystal Palace and a few late evening
up trains were able to run via the main line.
De-icing unit 004 was used, diesel hauled, for water cannon duties between
Sanderstead and Oxted from 22 October, running from Selhurst. A test run was made
to Oxted on 10 October. Due to engineering work between Tonbridge and Guildford,
no water cannon workings were booked via this route. De-icing trains will run as
required from 29 October until 12 April 1980. Unit 008 ran on test from Wimbledon
Park to Woking and back on 31 August.
On 1 August General Manager's saloon TDB975025 was attached to the rear of
the 0743 Charing Cross to Hastings and 1052 Hastings to Ashford, both being worked
by ' 5 S ' 1002. The saloon was used again for a tour of inspection on 15 September,
being hauled by a class 33/1 locomotive from Waterloo to Portsmouth & Southsea low
level via Cobham and back to Clapham Junction via Horsham and Mitcham Junction,
'4Cep' 7183, which is fitted with experimental brake blocks, worked brake tests
between Waterloo and Shepperton on 2 October with 'Cep' motor coach 61035 (ex 7102)
and test coach ADB 975032, An extraordinary train was booked to work from Strawberry
Hill to Shepperton on 9 October, being formed MBSO 61381 (ex 7149), MBSO 61872
(ex 6151), ADB 975029/30 (long disused ex-Watford coaches) and ADB 975863 (what
is this?).
INCIDENTS

6 Aug: There were derailments at Gillingham and Hither Green,
7 Aug: 33062 was badly damaged in a collision in sidings at Salfords.
8 Aug: Trains were delayed due to a displaced conductor rail at Barnes.
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8 Aug (cont): The rear vehicle of the 2020 van train from Portsmouth to Brighton
derailed at Woodgate, between Chichester and Barnham. Both lines were closed for
the rest of the day and next morning there was single line working over the down line.
10 Aug: Early morning electric services to Reading were halted due to a power failure.
An afternoon train from Dover was halted outside Victoria for 45 minutes while a
medical team searched for a passenger suspected of suffering from rabies.
13 Aug: A freight train derailed between Faringham Road and Sole Street during the
afternoon and main line trains were diverted via Nunhead and Dartford.
14 Aug: '4Cig' 7438 derailed in sidings at Streatham Hill at about 1500 blocking the
up line for the rest of the day,, Eleven evening peak trains were cancelled as stock was
trapped in the sidings. The down line was blocked from 2045 to allow cranes from
Wimbledon and Stewarts Lane to re-rail the unit. This was done by 0200 despite the
failure of the Wimbledon crane at 21 50.
15 Aug: A freight train derailed between Mottingham and Sidcup during the evening peak.
20 Aug: An engineer's crane was derailed at Victoria.
21 Aug: Services were suspended due to a fire in Strood Tunnel.
27 Aug: 47342 (CD) collided with '4Cep' 7118 at Margate while shunting the stock of
an excursion from Feniton. An Oxted line '8 set' was provided for the return working
of the excursion, and next day it was reported to be working on the Newquay branch
29 Aug: There was another derailment at Streatham Hill sidings. Late evening services
were disrupted as stock had to be berthed elsewhere, and this affected the morning
peak next day. A train caught fire at Worthing.
31 Aug: Portsmouth Direct line services were disrupted by a passenger falling from a
train between Godalming and Farncombe, and a train on fire at Rowlands Castle.
3 Sep: A conductor rail became displaced between Ashford and Wye.
4 Sep: A wagon in the 0432 Norwood to Brighton freight derailed at Balcombe. It was
possible to run the up peak, after which all trains were diverted via Pulborough. Down
trains were run over the up line between 1245 and 21 30. The line was closed every
night for the rest of the week for repairs.
10 Sep: The power supply to the signalling at Portsmouth Harbour failed,,

11 Sep: Ditto, but at Hastings
12 Sep: Late evening services were disrupted by a freight train failure at Hildenborough.
13 Sep: Evening peak services from Charing Cross and Cannon Street were delayed by a
lineside fire at Lewisham and a freight train derailment at Gillingham.
14 Sep: There was a fire on a diesel locomotive between Basingstoke and Micheldever.
A train derailed between Weybridge and Addlestone. There was a lineside fire between
Kent House and Penge East and a defective insulator in Penge Tunnel.
15 Sep: The 1405 Victoria to Bognor Regis failed at Gatwick Airport after a motor bogie
on '4Cig' 7330 went into reverse and caught fire.
18 Sep: Trains failed between Sunningdale and Virginia Water, and between Stonegate
and Wadhurst.
19 Sep: A '4Cig' unit derailed at Wimbledon Park early in the morning, causing the
District line service to be suspended until the afternoon. A train also derailed in
Gillingham sidings.
21 Sep: Yet another train derailed at Gillingham
24 Sep: Trains were badly delayed by a multiple points failure at Victoria.
29 Sep: There was a derailment at Brookwood.
10 Oct: The 1722 from Hastings terminated at Tonbridge when " 6 L " 1017 was found to have
only 25 gallons of fuel left,, The unit ran empty to Hither Green to refuel.
TIMETABLES AND DIAGRAMS

Operation Victoria
Due to Pug's Hole carriage sidings (outside Victoria, on the up side) being out
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of use due to re-signalling work the 0759, 0814 & 0829 from Coulsdon North remain
cancelled and the 0744 from Coulsdon North and 1645 from Victoria to Coulsdon North
were also suspended from 1 October, They should all be reinstated on 24 March,
Various additional empty workings are necessary, mainly between Victoria and
Selhurst and Streatham Hill,
From 8 October until 7 December various trains are diverted from the fast to
the slow lines between Victoria and Battersea Park, though some cross over at
Clapham Junction. The 06 47 from Portsmouth Harbour is diverted via Stewarts Lane,
Certain peak hour suburban trains start and terminate at platforms 16 and 17 at Clapham
Junction. These are: 0753, 0823 & 1723 from Beckenham Junction; 1604 from West
Croydon; 1642 from Epsom Downs; 1650 to London Bridge via West Croydon and St
Helier; 1705 & 1805 to Epsom Downs; 1723 to Epsom and 1741 to Coulsdon North.
South London line trains at 1750 from London Bridge and 1817 from Victoria
terminate and start at Battersea Park. Trains calling additionally at Clapham
Junction are 06 19 from Bognor Regis; 0658 and 0728 from Brighton; 0700 from
Littlehampton; and 1650 from Victoria to Brighton (retimed to start at 1648). Trains
calling additionally at Battersea Park are: 0747 & 0817 from Coulsdon North (both
retimed to start 3 minutes earlier); 0847 & 1738 from Coulsdon North; and 1712
from Epsom Downs.
From 10 December until 21 March diversions are from the slow lines to the
fast lines out of Victoria. South London line trains at 0649 from London Bridge and
07 17 from Victoria start and terminate at Battersea Park, and the 0640 from Coulsdon
North and 0721 to Coulsdon North call additionally at Battersea Park, Trains starting
and terminating at Clapham Junction are: 16 12 from Epsom Downs; 1653 from
Beckenham Junction; 1944 from Effingham Junction; 1708 to Dorking; 1732 to
Coulsdon North; 1825 to Selhurst; and, until 15 February only, 1112 and 1212 from
Epsom Downs, There is an extra train from Clapham Junction to Battersea Park and
Victoria at 1721.
All of the alterations apply Mondays to Fridays.
Winter Timetable

There are various minor re-timings to South Western Division trains. Additional
services are 0709 SX Reading to Ascot, 1812 SX Brockenhurst to Lymington Town and
1824SX Lymington Town to Brockenhurst. The Monday to Friday peak hour additional
sailings between Ryde Pierhead and Portsmouth Harbour are withdrawn. Hot snacks
are no longer available on trains between Waterloo and Exeter.
The Central Division timetable is further revised, the most significant changes
being to weekday evening services west from Brighton. The 1723 Brighton to Bognor
Regis is withdrawn and replaced by extending the 1712 West Worthing train to Littlehampton and by providing an extra train from Littlehampton to Bognor Regis at 1811,
The 1753 Brighton to Littlehampton is replaced by new services at 1741 to Littlehampton
and 1755 to West Worthing. The 1743 West Worthing to Brighton is withdrawn and the
16 32 from Portsmouth Harbour makes extra stops in its place. A number of other
services are slightly altered in consequence of these changes.
Trains from Victoria to Portsmouth Harbour at 35 minutes past the hour are
retimed to depart two minutes earlier and call at Clapham Junction to pick up only.
The 07 59 SX empty stock from London Bridge to Brighton now runs as a passenger
train but is not advertised south of East Croydon, timings being Three Bridges 0835,
Haywards Heath 0845 and Brighton 0905. The 1524SX Eastbourne to Haywards Heath
is extended to Victoria and the 23 50 Sun Victoria to Three Bridges is extended to
Brighton. The 1520 Three Bridges to London Bridge is diverted via and calls at New
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Cross Gate on weekdays. Additional stopping services are provided from Haywards
Heath to Lewes at 1022SX, 10 44 SO.
Weekday alterations on the Oxted line are, diversion of the 0626 from Uckfield
to London Bridge from Victoria; starting the 0905 Oxted to East Grinstead from
Victoria at 0827; and terminating the 1820 East Grinstead to Victoria at East Croydon.
There are various minor alterations to Central Division suburban trains.
South Eastern Division services are hardly altered, but for restoration of full
services to Charing Cross. The 1730 Cannon Street to Slade Green terminates at
Barnehurst and the 1737 Charing Cross to Barnehurst is extended to Slade Green in
its place.
1980 Timetable
The service between Reading and Gatwick Airport will run hourly, every day,
and call at North Camp, Guildford and Redhill only. The Sunday service from Waterloo
to Southampton, Bournemouth and Weymouth will be virtually the same as that on
Saturday.
STATIONS, TRACK & SIGNALLING

Folkestone Warren: The National Trust has taken over responsibility for managing the
footpath along the top of the cliffs, but BR retains ownership of the path and cliffs.
The first man-powered flight across the English Channel started from alongside the
railway at Folkestone Warren on 12 June. "Gossamer Albatross" took off from a
runway made of a number of sheets of plywood lent by British Rail engineers.
Ashford - Hastings: The line was singled between Ore and Appledore on 30 September
and Ore groundframe "B' abolished. At Appledore the line singles between the station
and the junction with the Lydd branch. The former up line is used (Up is towards Ashford) as far as a point between Becketts Crossing and Star Crossing (the first and
second crossings from Appledore) where the line is slued over to the former down
alignment. There is a passing loop at Rye, the platforms remaining 'up' and 'down'
as previously. There is a sand drag at both ends of the loop and the signalbox is
retained. The former up line is used from Rye to a point between Doleham and Three
Oaks & GuestIing, and the former down line thence to east of Ore station. At Ore the
former up Iine remains as a siding from the crossovers east of the station to the portal
of Ore Tunnel. This is used as a headshunt by trains to and from the CEGB sidings.
The single line sections are worked under tokenless block regulations. During the week
following singling chaos reigned, mainly due to signalmen at Rye frequently being
unable to obtain release from Hastings or Appledore boxes. With single line operation
delays quickly escalated and many trains were cancelled due to rolling stock or crews
not being able to get to the right place at the right time. Even on Sunday 7 October,
with only one train on the line, services were disrupted due to failure of track circuits
between Ore and Rye. Ore station supervisor had to act as pilotman .
Tunbridge Wells: BR propose to convert the Hastings line to standard loading gauge, so
that special stock is not required to replace the present diesel units. The line can be
singled through Somerhill, Strawberry Hill and Wadhurst Tunnels, but this is not
practicable at Grove Hill Tunnel, immediately south of Tunbridge Wells Central station.
Parliamentary powers are, therefore, being sought to construct a second tunnel alongside
the existing one. Each tunnel would be used by trains in one direction only. It is
hoped that the line will be electrified in conjunction with this work, but financial
authority to proceed has not yet been obtained. Widening and electrification could
cost over £20m and could be completed by 1984.
Orpington: BR AWS was due to be brought into use between Orpington and Elmstead
Woods on 2 September.
Mottingham: Public address equipment is in course of installation.
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Hayes: BR recently won an appeal against refusal of planning permission in respect of
development of the station yard. A supermarket and office block are now to be
constructed on the site.

Bellingham: A long-disused siding, trailing from the down line north of the station, is
being brought back into use, presumably for stabling multiple-units.
Charing Cross: Work on the river bridge was completed on schedule, the lines into
platforms 1,2 and 3 being restored to use on 30 September and passenger services
recommencing next day. At the same time AWS was brought into use between London
Bridge and Cannon Street and Charing Cross, and signalling at the approaches to all
three stations modified so that trains enter a vacant platform line under a single yellow
aspect instead of a green one. The siding on Hungerford Bridge was not relaid by 1
October. Within a week the Solari train departure indicators at Waterloo East platform
B had been removed and the temporary footbridge was being dismantled. The scissors
crossover in the slow lines east of Waterloo East is secured out of use pending
removal. While the river bridge was being reconstructed new steelwork was delivered
to a compound in the grounds of the Royal Festival Hall and old ironwork was taken to
Angerstein Wharf by barge. Main contractors were Redpath, Dorman, Long,
Operation Victoria: On 23 September the Up Through line facing connections at Ebury
Bridge were taken out of use and a new facing connection, giving access to platforms
12 to 17 from the Up Through line, was laid in further south. On 30 September a
trailing connection between the Down Main and Up Fast Chatham lines was installed
at Wandsworth Road It is presently secured out of use. Battersea Park signalbox
was abolished on 7 October and control of the area transferred to Victoria Central box
The new connections between the Local and Through lines were brought into use and
the new layout is as illustrated below.

Beddington Lane: During the week ending 17 August power-operated lifting barriers
controlled from the signalbox were installed in place of the level crossing gates.
East Croydon: Some "elevated electric" gantry support number plates are still in place
on the up side retaining wall south of the station. These are Nos 025/26/32/33/34/35„
Redhill: The Up Main line home signal has been replaced by a colour light.
Moulescombe: Preliminary work on the new station (between London Road and Falmer)
has started. Signal cables were diverted round the station site on 8/9 September.
Waterloo: The enlarged Red Star parcels office, incorporating the former post office,
reopened on 1 October. The automatic ticket machine is being removed.
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Hampton Court: Hampton Court Level Crossing Box was due to be abolished on 23
September. The power-operated lifting barriers are now controlled from Surbiton box
by means of CCTV.
Chertsey: A carpet warehouse has been built in the former coal yard*
Portsmouth: A new terminal for the Fishboume car ferry is being built on the site of
the former Portsmouth power station in Gunwharf Road.
Warminster: Warminster signal box was abolished on 3 June and colour light signals,
controlled from Westbury box, were brought into use. Track circuit block working was
introduced between Codford and Westbury and three new groundframes provided.
Warminster North GF (immediately south of the station) controls access to the up
siding (Up to Paddington),, Warminster South GF controls a trailing crossover further
south of the station and Beechgrove GF, between Warminster and Codford, controls a
connection out of the down line to MoD sidings. Warminster down sidings are clipped
and padlocked out of use.
Substations: Further rotary substation buildings remain at Belvedere, Catford, Charlton,
Loughborough Junction, Plumstead, Shortlands Junction and Victoria.
Station Lighting: New strip lighting has been installed at Motspur Park, Raynes Park,
Stoneleigh and Vauxhall. High-pressure sodium lighting, giving a yellow light, has
been installed at Dunton Green, Ewell West and Knockholt, and in East Croydon
booking office,. New lighting is being installed at Lewisham, and some gas lamps
have been reinstated at Selsdon.
Station Signs: Black and white signs have been installed at Amberley, Beltring &
Branbridges (not corrected to "Brandbridges"), Billingshurst, Deptford, Epsom Downs,
Eridge, Headcorn, Ravensboume and Sundridge Park. The new signs at Plumstead are
of the small type, attached to lamp standards, as used on other regions, and some SR
bullseyes remain. The black and white signs at Merton Park are of standard SR size
but made of glass or plastic with letters heat-printed on, and black frames, apparently
metal. Farningham Road has "& Sutton-at-Hone" on supplementary signs added to the
platform end signs. The blue LBSCR window name signs at Purley Oaks are of two
types. Some have plain lettering and others have letters with serifs.
CORRIGENDA
LR 50, p323

Passengers returning from Glyndeboume are always taken to Lewes
by bus after performances.

p324

65343 is a motor coach, not a driving trailer.

p325

'4Sub' MBSO 10988 is from 4124, not 4125.

p326

The "0628 from Poole to Birmingham New Street on 8 July" should
be "0555 from Weymouth to Birmingham New Street on 7 July" and
it was 33/1+'4TC' all the way to New Street.
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